January &
February 2022

Family Communication

Downtown Ithaca Children's Center

Dear DICC families,
Thank you to everyone who took time to complete the
2021 family & staff surveys. An estimated 80% of
families and 60% of staff responded, sharing valuable
feedback. The Board carefully reviewed each
submission and is working hard behind the scenes to
nurture DICC’s strengths and address areas where
there is room for improvement. Our most important
takeaways are summarized below. As always, don’t
hesitate to reach out if you have questions, concerns,
or suggestions. We are also accepting applications for
new board members!
With warm regards,
Mariah McNamara, Board President

What did we learn?
• DICC is a caring community. It is evident how much the
staff enjoy working with children and building
relationships with families. It is also clear that families
appreciate the care and attention the staff show their
children. 64% of respondents said that “Quality of
Care” was one of their top reasons for choosing the
DICC. Comments included things like, “The teachers
are super supportive and have been wonderful
educators in my children’s lives…” and, “My child feels
loved and welcomed.”
• Families appreciate the many ways our DICC
community embraces diversity and inclusion.
• Families appreciate that DICC takes their busy lives
into account, providing convenient hours of operation,
a central location, and food services.
• 79% of families agree or strongly agree that DICC
supports children’s learning and development.
• 78% of families agree or strongly agree that DICC is
succeeding in its mission to provide a creative and
culturally diverse environment that fosters emotional,
social, and intellectual development.
What can we do better?
• Communication—Nearly 60% of families surveyed
stated that they want more frequent, quality
communication regarding their child’s social/
emotional growth and development, classroom
curriculum and activities, meals (Continued on page 5)
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Special points of
interest:
•

DICC is CLOSED (All
Ages Groups) for
Presidents’ Day
Mon, Feb 21st

•

DICC SACC offers full
day program Feb
22nd thru Feb 25th
8am—5:30pm

•

DICC SACC open full
day Thurs, Mar 17th
8am—5:30pm

•

DICC is CLOSED (All
Ages Groups) for
Staff Professional
Development Day
Fri, Mar 18th
Events, Closings,
Monthly Menus &
Newsletters are also
available our website
www.dicc.org
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Caterpillar

Family Communication

Ms. Bogna, Ms. Ysabel, Ms. Laken

Welcome to February!

will be the heart shape.

It is still cold outside but Caterpillars are dreaming
about warmer days of spring, when they will be able to
enjoy a little time outside.

We are going to create lots of art using all sizes of
hearts. During the circle time, we will put emphasis on
red, pink, purple and white colors. For a short time, we
will also focus on Groundhog Day with the hope that
this animal will not see his shadow this year, so spring
will come soon to us.

Until then, we are going to be busy in our classroom
with all sorts of activities.
In January we talked about winter and winter clothing.
We also learned about animals that live in very cold
climates. We did some art projects dedicated to these
subjects using finger paint and brushes. We read books
about the polar bears and the penguins.
We watched the snow falling outside the window and
even brought some inside to investigate.

Goodbyes
In the end of January, we said goodbye to Artemus. He
went to the Butterfly Room, where he is playing with
his new friends.
In February, Ava is going to enjoy the time in the
Dragonfly Room.

In the month of February, we will focus on several
Valentine's Day activities. The main shape this month

Butterfly

M. Josalenn, Ms. Siham, Ms. Lanaia

Hello Butterfly Families! This year we’ve welcomed new
additions to our classroom - Marianna, Artemus and
expect more new friends soon. We also said goodbye to
our friend Hazel who will be missed.
Butterflies took our time getting back into our routine
returning from break. We rearranged some of the items
in the classroom and updated the photos of the children
on the wall.
During circle time the children have been practicing
counting up to twenty. The class practices saying their
names, age, and gender. In January our lesson themes
were; farm animals, “all about me” and this week will be
vehicles. The butterfly class has been utilizing our indoor
play space due to the low temperatures. The children
have been practicing locating numbers, colors and letters
on our new circle time rug.

Family Communication

Rainbow
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Ms. Natia, Ms. Maria, Ms. Nonni

Hello Rainbow families!
First we would like to introduce Ms. Kadrianna aka
Ms. Nonni to the family! We would also like to
welcome a new friend named Sha’Zharie to the
rainbow family as well as welcoming Rui back in
February.
Throughout January we explored many things. We
focused on the letters J, K, L ; we learned about the
primary colors and what colors mix together to make
secondary colors. As well as sensory! We’ve done a lot
of hands-on activities that include a variety of
different textures.
This coming month we will be focusing on the next
three letters which are M, N, O as well as learning
about BLACK HISTORY MONTH, Valentines Day,
insects and jungle animals.
Please send in snow suits, boots, hats, gloves and
extra winter clothing so we can venture outside!

Firefly

Ms. Evelyn & Ms. Ciara

Hello Firefly Families!
As we move out of fall and into winter we ask parents
to bring warm clothes and snow boots for when we
embark on outdoor adventures. December allowed
us to enjoy many creative activities such as filling our
letter “S” with “snow balls” (cotton balls). Our weekly
explorations in January included arctic animals,
where we learned what animals live in the arctic, is
the arctic cold or hot, what do these animals eat etc.We have began learning about the Solar System, and
the planets covering about a planet a day. This
continued until February 1st. We have now moved
onto Black history month!
We continue our work on number & shape
recognition and scissor use by incorporating our
weekly themes into our letter packets, which gets the
kids more excited to do them.
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Dragonfly

Ms. Heather, Ms. Tiffany & Ms. Danielle

Hello Dragonfly families,
I hope this letter finds you well. The dynamics of
our room will be changing soon from older children
to a more younger group.
We will continue to work on shapes, letters, and
numbers but we will begin to go back to animals and
their sounds, focus a lot on colors and working on
independence during meal times. In addition,
Dragonflies will continue to work on our name
recognition.
In January we explored transportation and learned
about different kinds of transportation. We also did
some artic animal crafts and played with snow.
For the month of February we are going to learn

Ladybug

more about feelings by both discussing characters in
the books we read and by talking about our own
feelings. We will also be doing some winter crafts
and quickly touch base on some dental health by
learning which foods are good for our teeth and
which foods are not.
Please be sure to dress kids for the weather so we
can play outdoors when the temperatures allow and
also please send your child in with shoes that fit
properly for safe large motor play. If you would like
to send in slippers for indoors, please make sure they
have hard soles so that it's easy for them to walk in.
If you have any questions you can contact us either
on remind, email, or by our classroom phone.

Ms. Roni, Ms. Lorraine, Ms. Brianna

January in the Ladybug room brought
challenges and strengthened our patience.
The children excelled with both!

going on
advenstures
with these two
smart and
Our class has welcomed three new classmates.
attentive
One of our friends is learning to speak English.
siblings as they
The ladybugs are doing a wonderful job
make new discoveries.
helping their new friend navigate our daily
activities and routines.
In February we will work on the
next 4 letters of the alphabet Kk
January has also brought the letters Hh, Ii and
thru Nn. We will also be enjoying
Jj into focus as well as reviewing Ff and Gg
as much time outside as
from before our Winter Break. The Ladybugs
temperatures allow. If you have not
also continue to enjoy the Magic Treehouse
already, please send in boots, hats
books, aka Jack & Annie stories. They love
and gloves/mittens.
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Bumblebees
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Mr. Marcus, Ms. Resana & Ms. Amanda

Hello, Bumblebee families. We hope everyone has been
healthy and well.
We have continued working with the Sciencenter
conducting S.T.E.M activities, structure design and
building. We also have learned about African safari
animals and ecosystems they live in, local waterfalls and
the tallest single-drop waterfall east of the Rocky
Mountains, species in Cayuga lake and more. We also
have completed group activities centered around

friendship and equality. In the weeks to come we will
research natural disasters and dive into Black History
Month.
As the weather is changing we ask that families do their
best to send extra clothes and weather appropriate
clothing for us to go outside, weather permitting. We
continue to have access to the gym space and library so
please contact the program phone during the pick up
times of 4:45-5:30pm.

Survey Summary & Next Steps for 2022 (continued from page 1)

•
•

and snacks, staff changes and classroom changes. Though there is a recognition that the pandemic has made
communication more difficult, families are eager for more frequent, consistent feedback and updates.
Staff Turnover—Families and staff expressed concern regarding staff turnover and retention. Again, there is a
recognition that the pandemic has created extra complications when it comes to hiring and retaining staff.
Building Community—Families want to get to know the DICC community! Families are eager to engage in
meaningful connection with teachers, staff, and other DICC families.

Next Steps for 2022
As an outcome of the survey findings, the board is advising DICC to take or sustain the following actions:
• Launch a search for a new Executive Director.
• Renew the DICC’s commitment to hiring, training, and retaining quality staff.
• Work to improve communications:
• Post staff names and photos in the vestibule. Let families know as soon as possible when staff changes occur in
the classroom.
• Refresh the website and update it more frequently (including menus, newsletters, and upcoming events).
• All classrooms should use the Remind app to send scheduled daily or weekly communications to parents/
guardians and provide an open line of communication to the classroom. Daily updates for infants and waddlers
should include information on things like diaper changes, bottles, trying new foods, switching to milk, etc. Some
parents/guardians would also really love daily photos.
• Provide a clear and consistent transition plan well in advance as children prepare to change classrooms.
• Work to build community. Suggestions include:
 Host a monthly Zoom conversation group (ages, stages of development).
 Revitalize the DICC Facebook group. (Maybe make the group parents-only?)
 Host Board-sponsored outdoor event(s).
 Form a parent-led committee to increase opportunities for connection.

Downtown Ithaca Children's Center
506 First Street
Ithaca, New York 14850
Phone: 607-272-7117
Fax: 607-272-4100
Email: info@dicc.org

The Downtown Ithaca Children’s Center provides a creative and
culturally diverse environment that fosters the emotional, social, and
intellectual development of children. Our successes are achieved
through family, staff, and community support and collaboration.

Thank You ...
… for your time, attention and all that you are
doing as we move forward together during these
new times and ways.
Krista, Exec Director of Operations—Krista@dicc.org
Tieara, Program Director- Tieara@dicc.org

